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Supplementary Material 

  

Methods 

 

1. Data-preprocessing. To accommodate the lowest resolution models investigated in the subsection 

“Extremes: daily precipitation and duration of dry spells”, all datasets are interpolated onto a common 3 

by 3 degree grid using the NCL ESMF_regrid function under the “conserve” option prior to any 

calculation. This is an important step to avoid introducing spurious results due to the mismatch in 

horizontal resolutions (Chen and Dai 2018).  

  

2. Metrics for daily precipitation extremes. The global performance of models in the simulation of 

precipitation extremes probabilities can be conveniently summarized with two metrics: i. the daily 

precipitation cutoff-scale spatial correlation coefficient, and ii. a scaling factor (see main text). Following 

Martinez-Villalobos and Neelin 2021, we divide the 50S-50N bands in 120 regions of 30º longitude and 

10º latitude. We pool daily precipitation data in each one of these regions, resulting in 120 daily 

precipitation time series. Pooling the data this way allows to reduce noise and under-penalizes small 

modeled spatial deviations of precipitation features (e.g., the location of storm-tracks) compared to 

observations. Then, we calculate the cutoff-scale in models and observational datasets in each region 

using the method of moments (e.g., Martinez-Villalobos and Neelin 2019) as 
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where 𝜎𝑃
2  and 𝑃𝑤𝑒𝑡 is the variance and mean precipitation over wet days. To calculate the 𝑃𝐿 spatial 

correlation coefficient we use the geometric relationship between two fields’ (in this case TRMM-3B42 

and models 𝑃𝐿 spatial pattern) area-weighted centered root-mean-square difference, respective area-

weighted variances, and spatial correlation coefficient (see Taylor 2001 Fig. 1). The second metric, the 

scaling factor, is simply calculated as the ratio between the area-weighted mean modeled 𝑃𝐿  spatial 

pattern compared to TRMM-3B42 counterpart. 

  

3. Metrics for dry-spell duration extremes. The duration of a dry spell (here measured in days) is 

defined as the number of consecutive days between precipitation termination and precipitation onset. For 

the observational datasets used (TRMM-3B42 and GPCP) we define precipitation onset when daily 

precipitation is above a threshold of 0.1mm and precipitation termination when it falls below the same 

threshold. If we are interested in the temporal properties of dry spells, a first step is to reduce the known 

bias of models raining too often —some models may be drizzling months uninterrupted, biasing the 

duration of dry spells. To reduce this bias, we calculate the duration of dry spells using a model-

dependent threshold 𝜇. This threshold is the one that minimizes the following function 𝐺(𝜇) over land 

 

𝐺(𝜇) = 〈|𝑓𝑤𝑒𝑡
𝑇𝑅𝑀𝑀(0.1𝑚𝑚) − 𝑓𝑤𝑒𝑡

𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙(𝜇)|〉, 
  

where 𝑓𝑤𝑒𝑡
𝑇𝑅𝑀𝑀(0.1𝑚𝑚) is the fraction of wet days (above 0.1mm) over each land point in TRMM-3B42, 

𝑓𝑤𝑒𝑡
𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙(𝜇) $ is the fraction of wet days (above 𝜇) over each land point in a model, and 〈. . 〉 denotes a 

spatial average. Here we concentrate on land because the drizzling bias is too severe over oceans in most 

models. We find 𝜇 by numerically trying 𝜇 values ranging from 0.02mm to 1.5mm in increments of 

0.02mm and selecting the one that minimizes 𝐺. This model-dependent 𝜇 value (Fig. S1) gives the model 

precipitation threshold for which the overall fraction of wet days is the closest to TRMM-3B42’s. In this 

way, most of the difference in model simulated dry spell durations is due to how well models simulate 

temporal properties of precipitation, rather than being overly contaminated by the drizzling problem. 

Once we calculate the duration of dry spells in each model, each metric is calculated the same as the daily 



precipitation extremes metrics, except we do not pool data in regions, and we calculate 𝑡𝐿 only over land. 

The dry-spell duration cutoff-scale 𝑡𝐿 is calculated as in Stechmann and Neelin 2014 as 

 

  
  

where 𝑡 and 𝜎𝑡
2 are the dry spell durations mean and variance respectively. 

 

 
Figure S1. Model-dependent threshold to define a wet day in each model. This threshold is the one where 

the fraction of wet days in the model most closely resembles the fraction of wet days in TRMM-3B42 

(land only) using a 0.1mm threshold. See discussion above for method of calculation. 

 

4. Sensitivity to the choice of target observational product. To test the sensitivity of our results to the 

choice of target observational product (TRMM-3B42 in Fig. 2), we redo Figs. 2e,f, but using GPCP as the 

target product. We note that GPCP and TRMM-3B42 tend to bracket the range of observational 

precipitation products (Martinez-Villalobos and Neelin 2021; Martinez-Villalobos et al., in review), 

which motivates the choice of these datasets. Comparing models against GPCP rather than against 

TRMM-3B42b,  the precipitation extremes scaling factor has a shift in value (because TRMM-3B42 

exhibits larger magnitudes of extremes than GPCP) But tends to leave the order of models unaltered.                          
he other metrics Tend to be robust to the change in comparison data set: the duration cutoff-scales in 

TRMM-3B42 and GPCP are similar compared to the range in the models, and spatial correlations are 

fairly insensitive to the choice of target observational product.  



 

Figure S2. Similar to Figs. 2e,f, but using GPCP as the target observational dataset. 
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